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1.1 The problem of diffraction pattern* or, a* they are often
called, radiation patterns, he* long enjoyed the attention of both
experimental and theoretical worker*. Thia ha* been particularly true
in recent year* aad considerable effort ha* been expended to design and
develop antenna feed* and reflector* or focu*ing elements for aiero-
wavo transmission which would produce distant field* of certain prescribed
characteristics. V'ost of the work has bean experimental for, while It is
possible to determine accurately a distant field pattern fron a known
flux distribution over an aperture (1) (3)**, the converse has not been
true.
1.2 The problem of relating analytically a known distant field
pattern to its source distribution over an aperture has received the
attention of only a few investigators. While their work has thrown
slderable light on the nature of the r»roblon, their results have not
generally applicable. R. C. Spencer (3) has Investigated the Fourier
Transform method in considerable detail. Solution* nay be obtained by
thi* method in certain case* but one must proceed, with caution in extend-
ing the limit* of Integration to infinity. Another approach to the prob-
lem ha* been made by P. M. Woodward and J. D. Lavmm (4) in a stony of the
two dimensional problem. In this study the limits of the aperture are
extended to infinity in only one dimension.
1.3 In this paper an analytical nethod for deterrsinlng the amplitude
distribution of electric aad magnetic field vector* over a finite aperture
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Is developed. The method Is baeed on direct Integration of the Kaxwell
field equations iiad the fact that unlforn phase amplitude distributions
of plane polarised electric field vector* and their corresponding aper-
ture distributions nay be added sealarly at each point in space and orer
the aperture* It is rigorous and requires no assumptions regarding aper-
ture Units. The only restriction placed on the nethod from a practical
point of view is that the postulated distant field pattern for which the
source distribution is sought, oust be of such a nature that it aay be
set up by circularly symmetric, plane polarised waves orer the illuminated
aperture. A relatively staple aeans of checkin- a postulated pattern to
detexmine if it nects this requirement is also developed.
1*4 The integration of Maxwell's field aquation* has been developed
by Strattan in collaboration with Dr. L. J. Chu from a nethod proposed by
Kottler (5). The first part of this paper. Chapter II, is devoted to a
sumnary of Stratton' s vector solution of these equations leading up to
and including the solution for diffraction or radiation from a surface
with discontinuous illumination, such as a finite aperture.
1.5 The analysis is further divided into four part*, presented in
Chapters III through VI. Chapter 171 presents an investigation into the
use of Stratton's equations for deteraining a distant field pattern from
a known aperture distribution. The solution for the ease of constant ampli-
tude distribution over the aperture is exact and contains the snail, gen-
erally neglected, component of energy flow noxtial to the direction of
propagation, Tlie results of this analysis have been used throughout the
remainder of the paper to provide the general characteristics required of
the distant field. In ^articular, the & function is contained la all
assumed distant electric field vector patterns and provides the necessary
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a. Chapter IT presents the solution for I(Z ) encountered in the
lateral equation** vhich always arises from circularly symmetric, plana
polarized aperture distributions. In theory, the solution is Halted to
a snail class of 1(1") functions (Aperture distributions) but in practice
the restrictions are of little significance.
1.7 Chapter T presents a development similar to the method given in
Chapter IT. This development, however, throws considerable light on the
typos of field patterns vhich are theoretically possible. It also pro-
vides a Means of solving for the aperture distribution., lit), but in
general It is not as neat a method as that developed in Chapter IT. It is
slightly mcT-- general and could be of uae in acne cases where the aethod
presented in Chapter IT fails.
1.8 Chapter Tl presents a very special type solution for the aper-
A
tnre distribution where I(?,) is a function of P alone and is independent
of "a*, it is simple and direct but very limited in use.
1.9 Conclusions are contained in Chapter TII.
1.10 A list of symbols used with definitions aad a table of vector
identities are contained in Appendices I and II. Curves of required aper-
ture distributions to give certain dintent space enorgy patterns are con-
tained in Appendix III. Appendix IT contains a short discussion on one
special property of determinants.
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Direct Integration of Maxwell's Field HiAilaai
.1 The solution to Maxwell* t equations given here is the solution
developed 07 J. A. Stratton (1) and is contained in detail in hit
SlfrtrtMilfUtt Btftnr, ••«ti*» 8.14 and 8.15," The following develoy-
nent hat been modified slightly to hotter terra the purpose of thlt paper.
We ehall postulate that at mwerj point in tpaoe ike electric
and atretic field rectors are subject to Maxwell's field eruatleas.
Further, let us assuae that the field equations contain the tine only at
+tcot
a factor e and write the field equations in the form
VxH-hi«j6J?=T (2.02)
2* //
=Jl f (2#03) (6)
1 -K = i f (2.04)
where £• and j* • are fictitioua densities of "aagnetic current - sad
•magnetic charge* which to the best of our knowledge hate no physical
existence. Both the real and fictitiou* currents and charges are related
by the equations of continuity
Y-Z-'i«Jf>=0 (2.05)
V-T*-i<ufto (g.oe)
tratton uses the expression e for a positive traveling
wave. This la a matter of controversy Hsl thp writer, in conformity
with engineering practices, prefers to u«ee"'^
.
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which any be readily ehown to be satisfied by the field equation* bj
taking the dirorgens* of (2.01) and (2.0P).
2.3 The rectors E Rod fl, satisfy**
2X(¥XE)-A*'jL = iv/uT-VxT* (2,07)
vx(vx_h)
-iPA* i «> eJ* 2 XZ




WXj£ + \cot£=Z (2.02)
5lx(vxtf)+i£oe ^xf^vxT
3.x(vxj/)'Cu ze/<. /£- i <V£jL +¥-*£ (3.10)
A direct proof of the dotlrod result can be obtained "by aoply-
in£ the rector analogue of Ore^n** Theoren to the field equations. Let
T be a cloeed region of epace bounded by a regular surface St and let £
and g be tiro rector function* of position which together with their first
and second deriratirns aro continuous throughout V and on the surface S,
then* applying the dlrergence theorem to the rector J^ X (J£ X -J}
ee
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The integrand of the rolutie integral nay 1m expanded to
J [2*F-ZX5-P-yxfexfij]^= J \Tx(v*3)'& ^ (2.1?)
37 slaply interchanging £ and £
and subtracting (2.13) from (2.14) wo have*
J IjQ_-VX(VXP) -P'VX (VXQ)j dnj-
= f \J?*(VX£)-£IX(VXP)}* *v dcu
2.5 Xa aquation (2.14)
lat £=I
& — ^ & where £ is a unit vector in an arbitrary
direction and
*• hare the following identities!
(2) &xzx&=z4(z-&)-&&^)+(&-?)Vjf-(v£-v) a,
V'Jl=0 end (Vj£-Vjj£, =0 s/nce a^ /s a constat
(a >s) vj = jz(4 -V-$[)-(vJ-x)^+_a, x(vxv4)
+ V]£ X (VXZ) -- V(Z • V£j ^ce
(2.16)
.:-< ft*
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^xv^=^x ^V = £>X7. ^.Q.XSZ
0=35)(V SD^a
-*>>£Z -&.X5. •'•
(vf'V)jz,=o ¥.xv£-a %_xcl = o
) )
(4) vxfexvjxVxCvKeJxt^+i^z-vxZ* i2m20)
Subetituting equations (2.17), (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) la
.18)
.19)
equation (2.14) we hove:
-I: aA^^+vJiq^- Vtf j
= f[&(V&Xa)-ta,X(VXE)] */ry daJ
the integral orer the volnue may fce written
= d/.J° (iu>jJLT4>-VxT*4)dM'+f (a.-VflfaE)^
t V& (V'E)] dv -CL'C (£
-?k) ¥£_ day
5Sie Integral over the surface in equation (2.20) aay oe written
3.21)
(2.22)
= &J(4k*M)xW + j[&xCia^tf-T*jtt dw (2.
*lw-l^i^^Alxv)xv=^v)xv
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Combining equations (2.22) and (2.33) and tinea & ia arbitrary
The identity
VX^_Z dw= \ ilk xJl j> da,
J Js
Jtf J,5 i/V
reduces equation (2.24) to
f(i (O/jlX*-!** Vt + £fvt)<t<v=C{i^ (&> tJL) ?
2,6 The validity of thie relation has been established for regions
within which both £= £ and £ = <j> a are continuous and passes* continu-
ous first and second derivatives.. £ however, has a singularity at
r = and consequently this point nust be excluded. Let x», y 1 , *• be
the coordinate of an interior point and let a sphere of radius r^ be
circumscribed about the point x*, y 1 , a* its nomal, £, directed out of T
and consequently radially toward the center. The area of the sphere van-
ishes with the radius as 4 7Trf and since V^--^(<* +k ) A* = 4> & * iJ^
and fe X^ * <* *fe 'jf^ =£ the contribution of the spherical
surface to the ri^it hand side of equation (2.35) reduces tr ITTEil-)^,j
J
The value of £ at any interior point of T is, therefore:
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A* obvious interchange of vector* leads to the wrrwponding njMHigsis
for ft.
+
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2.7 If all current* and charges (Mm bo enclosed within a sphere of
finite radius, the field in regular at infinity and either side of S
he chosen as its interior.
2.8 Let us suppose now that the Shares and current densities are
confined to a thin layer at the surface 3. as the depth of the layer
diminishes, the densities nay he increased so that in the limit the volute
densities are replaced hy surface densities. If the region T contains no
charge or current within its interior or on its boundary 3 V the field at
an interior point is
and since either side of I nay be chosen as its interior
where Mix) is the electric field vector distribution out of the aperture.
2.9 In the case of radiation fron an aperture the aperture will he
defined as a finite circular area in space of radius "a" over which the
source distribution of electronr-gnetlc energy exists. The aperture is
shielded in the direction of the negative norsal by a perfectly absorbing
screen of radius "a* through which eleetronegnetle energy nay not pass.
She area over the face of a parabolic reflector closely approxiaates this
definition of en aperture.
2.10 Equation (£.26) holds true only If £ and & are continuous and
have continuous first derivatives at all points of 3. It cannot, there-
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for©, be applied directly to the problen of radiation froa an aperture.
fa obtain the required extension to such cases consider tho cloaad eur-
faoo S (closed at Infinity) to bo rfirided into tvo tones S^ and S? by a
closed contour C, as in Fig. 1.
Figure 1
change in passing across C. The
The rectors £ and £ and
their first derivatives are
continuous over 3^ and satisfy
tfaa fiold equations. The sane
is true for Sg. However, the
are tangential to the surface
are subject to a discontinuous
of such discontinuities can be
reconciled with the field equations only by the further aa*?anptloa of a
line distribution of charges or currents about the contour 0. This line
distribution of sources contributes to the field, and only when it is
taken Into account do the resultant expressions for & and g satisfy
Maxwell* s equations,
2,11 A aethod of determining a contour distribution consistent with
the requirements of the problem wae proposed by Settler (6). A disconti-
nuity in the tangential componenta of £ and & in paesiag on the surface
froa zone 5^ to tone Sg iaplies an abrupt change in the surface current
density. The termination of a line of current, in turn, can be accounted
for according to the equation of continuity by aa accumulation of charge
on the contour. Let dj be an elsneat of length along the contour in the
positire direction as determined by the positive norraal a i» **€• 1» *«•*
jft^ be a unit vector lying in the surface, noreial to both a, and £§ and
directed into sone 1, Designate the line densities of electric and
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netle charge by T and (T • flu equations (2.05) art 3.Q6), when ap ll»d
to surface currents
where I s electric current frarfr.ee density
K = aacaetlc current surface density
i= -&*a* *;* = au
t
i
coV*=rYV, • fax £,-/rux£i) * ~(£z-%) >(<yy, *C?)
gv^my- ^5 (fift/re i)
2.12 For radiation fM an aperture ^ repre-nt. an opaque .cree.
and orer it ^ end gg ere everywhere tare. Therefore, the field at any
point en the shadow side in from equation (2.36)
and for the sagaetle field rector distribution*
- (^*^> X ^ Y^'^ 5#J ^ (2.30)
aquations (2.29) and (2.30) will ho ueed aa the initial relatione in the
analytical developments which follow.
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ier III
Determination of the Distant field
It has been shown by Stratton and Chn (Chapter I of this paper)
that the electric field vector resulting fro* radiation through an aper-
ture nay he expressed as
+(/n>x£) x V_± +(/&-£,) V^J ddj (3.01)**
The subscript 1 in this expression refers to area 1 (area over the
aperture). Since X and £ are aero throughout area 2 (area in plane of
aperture outside the aperture) J^ and J[j will sinply he written as £ and
J,. In addition, the development will be confined to circularly syranetric,
plane polarised 3 and H distributions so that j§ = X ( P.a); F[ = £ (j» ,a).
The purpose of solving equation (3.01) is to detemine the
vector and range characteristics of £(x) resulting from j, and £ distribu-
tions as assumed above.. This end will be net nest easily by assuming a
constant amplitude distribution over the aperture and this will be done.
At present, however, for development purposes let
E = I(f,*>)± and
A A
and let the aperture lie in the x, y, plane such that n = J£, Fig. 2,
t»sP
The tine factors is understood to be present in this
and similar expressions. It will later be included in the and ? func-
tions. £ and £ are in tine phase over the ap«rture.
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3.3 In equation (3.01) consider
i
Vote that for g= M (f ,a) J, and ds. in the x9 y, plane J . dj. will cancel
in pairs about the contour C. Hence.
Performing the indicated rector multiplication:
w
we nay write
and (<™xE)x V^^f£xl(f^ cl) j] x V_g





*?•* >v ^- t ihH v V-v
**
, 1 1> i / ^p *' **
iU V)^- ^i - = s^ \)^^i-^J ^) v^v* i
^xi\U^OI =
14




Jbo~ sin 6 cos j>}_ + sin & sin fit + cas 6 A.
_/^X /b± x cos 9j_- s/h 6 cos <p £ and
(/n*x£) K Vf* = - l i <f>I(f, &)(f+ y^ J (cos b ±- sin 6 ccs j>£)
(3.04)
(ek-£)v4 = I(fr*-)[£-i V<fi =o
.05)
Substituting equations (3.03), (3.04) and (3.05) in equation (3.02)
we hare:
4-
ytE(x)= i k J i
>l(f
J &)[[+('+ YiJ(c0S el-sine cosj>i.) <U
Tor the distant field
; ^ >>W 3nJ (/ + .-^ ) s. /
4T £(i)= }~k\ii+cGse)j-sine cosj>-&\ j>l(ft &) dbtu
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ti 'M^ ? ^
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— vv-> = *_\_
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."' |i- *Wfc-s\* »\\^1^ -
< xl
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we may substitute r = H in the denominator of equation (3.08).
I - ain 9 ooso £ tZWI*lngi™.££!l=m
e \ I(f,d.)e ]f<4>f*T
=-§jf\ \ ?(we f*rd r (3.09)
+ \Uut-&R)\
/
... a 1 .
where Q - l7^ q Ml-hco$6J]_ - SW 9 COS J~K (3.10)
A , A
3.5 How, since <P ie independent of <P we may replace dL
<f>
hy
d. (f-f) ln equation (3.09). Also let 4. f $>* 9 - z
Equation (3.09) becomes
_*7f , /A ,
£<*)*£- rxMWf e lscos (f 'TU(f-?)
on Jahnke and lade (7) 9 page 149
i
-/n/
r i « cos j> i/nf
Zw(z)=w J e e <^ o*
z>rZ(2) s J e ^f
.'. F(x.)=JLf l(f<L)hyrZ(ih">e)df
= & Cl(f,<L)fl(khm6)cL? (3.11)
3.6 To determine the general form of £(x) lot 1 \j } ^- / •*
i.e. constant amplitude distribution over tho aperture then
^ »V* A,: . . 6
SS S v .c, - :
y
6v(: > M ,
^
! = ft -.A-./
vVV v
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Ejx) = G l 4, f sine I(Af sin a)\
~ (rl & Hi(Ad sit) a) - Q I (L j[_£&& s/ne )
(3.13)
Jet x=Aaswe and
EM - Q I c£ Z(X.) (3.12)
3.7 Similarly, using equation (2.30) we nay solve for the nagnetic
field vector distribution in distent space.
Trm Stratton +*1 (*) s ^ f V+£'4*+f[}«*(&*£)*
~
Again, since g=/(fi &)\ and dji lies in the xt yt plane
+7?/{{x) =ni ve.{<*xl)t-(<»*rf)*&-(™'M)vA^
l cu e (<*vx£)i> - \co e^ (fi <L)i(i+ j^ )j_xM
= i&/y(fj a,)f('+lkj,)[<>;n <$ vif&-cos6±]
(&'&) H =°; 4ya!n for /t >» I } (>+{&>.) -
47T ^) -- f } i ^ tf (f &)[j:+ a* *_£- *h a s/nfj] d^u
(3.14)
_. Z7TJ e




















,\ ,x mAt at «•!! j£ boa j^fc ^j\=^ vaole ,nUiA
•**> 1^vwv^a^'^vh^^o^ iTu tow-it;*










Equation (3.15) is Identical in forr. to equation (3,09) and





.'. Ai solutions for ^(x) and g(x) as they appear In aquations
(3.12) and (3.18) are the nost useful forms in this analysis out to ver-
ify that they are correct in T>ractice one nust use the expression for the




where JJ indicates complex conjugate of H
lite.
-rr//*-
rx ft I (/-t- cos Q)-y
- sm 6 S//7
<f
~k
r--'/z $£ ififr ^f[^cW »;i
-
em e coif±~l xUi + cos e)± - sine s/»f±j
= /2 9'^[f<* Z^f [(<+"* ')(«** co> f )j_






\(n-cos&) sin 3 cos <oj_+ sin 6 &n
<yj[ + cos 8 A +*& \
hut sin 6 cos cd ± + sin 6 sin
€>£ + cos 6 it - ^|
j? = cos 6 fet- sin e $"** r
X'il&SyP
*- *.
I -h COS 6 Au+ cosd A, - sin 9t
la the region where S is aaall equation (3.?1) reduced to
P=2/
- z
'TLB «,* ^f(,^/AUK x J
(ar.;
*U ^ k»Uu \U &\N \l* &Nn
*«
-XLum tlitf ai »«*•* XVlaa* #•«« •
.
>l*«a«pt otf* e*i? tM9V Attn aaftwnir til JW&VL69 «w ^»4t *«44 **l
.lll*IM ©a* YM terit ££• al ^wn «;4» aaott felon *«**»& »/i; le r«Mi
r JFk-$vs>)\- . . ^
^ **1 £1 *»
k*U L0>
-V^ ^fc ft Art/ \ jjs tto ft o\i '
J L




i.- \^ ^io^-w) 1 =
u*h*i aoilu-.. ;i.va- 1 i fc *<xt*rfvr n»£»aT
I -X ?h
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since sm 8 « (I + cos 6 ) fir 6 <M, jhl» expression for the energy flow
egress with the generally accepted eolation given "by Schelkunoff (2) for
transmission through a circular aperture.
3,10 The remainder of this paper will he confined to relations
between the electric field rector distribution and the corresponding aper-
ture distribution. There is no loss in generality in doing this since
the energy in distant space is proportional to the square of the amplitude




Solution for Aperture Distribution
4.1 Kouation (3.11). page . ..(*)-£ f Z(if *» •)!(&)?*?Jf'O
if the integral equation that will always arise from a circularly symme-
trlc plane polarized eaplitude distribution over an aperture. Its solu-
tion for jfi(x) If I ( f ta) Is known is in general not difficult and may be
accomplished by numerical integration if other means fall. However, the
A
solution for I (f ,a) when Jj!(x) Is known presents a different problem.
4.2 One aethod of attack han been to use Fourier transforms. This
requires the assumption that the limits of integration nay be extend ed
from to » and considerable error nay be Introduced since the function
A
I (/\a) may sake a large contribution to the integral between a and oo .
If ve write:
j|(x) = of JQ (k/sin ) I(f ,a)f d/
-£jf J (kf Sind ) I(f ,a)f d/J (4.01)
then the error introduced in solving by Fourier transforms or Fourier -
i
Bessel transforms is equal to the value of the second integral. Obviously,
A
for certain l(f t a) functions this error will be large and only in special
eases will it be zero. In practice, it is Impossible to have I(^,a)
A
etiual to zero at f - a and hence an error will always be introduced if
this method is used. If the unit step function is included as factor
in the aperture distribution rjad Fourier - Bessel transforms are used, the
extension of the limits to infinity introduces no error but this method
leads to rather formidable equations except in special cases.
4.3 The method dev^lo ed hero requires no simplifying assumptions














relatively staple and the integrations aro direct.
i.
4.4 Returning to equation (3.11) |M = | f I(/ ta)/ J
o
0c/ Sin* ) df
that T(/,a) nay V* vritten aa ll(f/a.)j s 1(2. ) (4.
This assumption imposes no further restrictions on H/3 ,*) since it has
already been specified that the aperture distribution he circularly
Sjnaaetrlc.
In equation (2.11): let Z= f/a,
then f * cu 2
A
The Halts of integration "become:
•for f - £ =
Hence: £(x) = & / IfeV &Z £ U?) cvctz.
i



















VV;!,; taI Z.\v =
,V. 04^
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Talcing the emanation sign outside the Integration is permissible
hara since only distributions which are possible in practice will be con-
sidered; to be possible
x A+l °°
j£J (zV = T 1,4 2 most he finite at £ * / hence £. IZA must be -fimte.
4.5 Consider: ^£(12)2* 'tZz-jpfll £ (tZ) £**<£ (TLB)
integrating by parts where lju, cIat^l/U— \/v Am*
letji,-! , d*-t IZ £(X.Z.)eC(X.z)
then fzUijZ^'dZ;^ fi^X 2/2**1
tfxzr(>cz)2*i''di;l_M- z4['zi t(tz)z*A-'dm:
Continued integration by parte gires
Eft j~i
r' 4
= JW-^ JIM + z j(z*-*) U£)Zj;(KB)z Z <L*




L // ,2/ 3F/ -7/
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5^> 5 (,5^ J {51)\ {zrk^ Z + WT* Sf^.WX, =
* ^T~ "^ *
tnol-raa ajf* s^vi*, notixT&oint T&frtifi
....y^J^JsiJiAzi^Jti-^5 L^iJl§)*s-i2li*i_l*lJ,
** *JT *X X
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+4-1; * sln + 1
-
+J±i{X^0+0 + zI, + 3.2.1i +i.-s lt + s.*llt 1- ]
-
:




i&-&L (-t'^M i (t^t) !t „ 07 ,
4.6 : If the desired pattern is ex-re sed in terms of J\. *&,(%)
and if v?e consider theVL&^Xj as the independent variable v;e can e uate
coefficients of the A-±y(jn) and solve for the Tp. . The requirement that
the desired pattern be expressed in terms of
-A-ft* (l~) is not a restriction
imposed by t^e method so much as a restriction imposed by nature. The
reason for this is discussed in section 5.3 page
4.7 The following two examples solved for distant ST>ace patterns











the aethod of solring for I(Z' ).
Example 1: Let £(x) = £ I a2 J^x) for which I(Z2 ) = Y (2)
that is constant amplitude.




o - - £ a I o y- £ + 2-1+ + slj + • . .
.












7roa the rules for evaluating determinants it is apparent that /j^ ^oJor'&Zi I
• k G 7<£: (k<t l,
-X'T) KzV-Tsnd
I_\f&J~ 1± iMh/ch /3 Knou)n to be correct
V ^ .+
?: Let six) = z. 1 Gol JM - I<£&. -A., (x.)
I ' I I t
|
for which I(ZZ) ^IcfC'-Z )
Equating coefficients:
z G(l \d +0 + ^/f + 3'Zl^-r.,,..
Z-3'L
** Appendix IV
*** This may he readily shown using equation (3.11) p.
N 2L& ^0-= fc^l
x
- —
- A v ;v * £* ,\] V2 .** \ ^ &
-*
v Is* 5. \ Ai -V G A- c1 si *<*





Iz%zO fory-l. and me have I
0- I +IZ ) Iz x - I<L





4.9 For a general solution atmae that g(x) = I£
-^-/m. (*•)
and equate coefficients of JL/rtv (X.)ta equation (4.07)
"but *• *-
^(i/mJ-2 + jl) ~ d &r k >0 and




'• ^-xj ^7 W""" (4.08)
4*
'•
*2k *or ^^^"^ are no* equal to sere . If we equate coeffi-
cients 0^-A/^^.l (j = 1, •« 3, ..... ej-1) in equation (4.07) for
J(x) - t G
-A>u,(x)» then p = »-J in equation (4.07) and we hare
h \i lzm/- zr^ +^ (4.09)




















IfVation (4.09) provides a ret\jiy neons of aolrln; ; for the 1^. for lk<l n-2,
0/ Ml
Substituting froo equation (4.08) for I(2n-g) 1» the above expression,
1(*-<m>'4)-~^fT ("0 <W ("V'O (4.10)
Tor j - 2 we jwy eolro for I* - -* and
The general expression for 1^ 21c < 2to-2, is
'
J ^ <£.' r (4.12)
and I(Z
Z
) for B(x) = I £^,(x) is
/yvl
/wi.//M/-/ /am/--; I ... ,./>»^-./-w 1^ »
^
^.*0 V / (4.14)
If (4.14) is rearranged so that low powers of 2 appear in the first of the
•vernation then
* c <?/ >/ *" */ J
which is readily recognized as the binomial expansion of &A /rrv (i-Z. )
CL
3-























electric fiold vector distribution of E(x) * I £A (x) is
I (2*) ^ ^n, (/- Z*)
"""'
(4.16)
4.10 Several interesting facte may be deduced frcw equation (4.16).
Only when A, (x) la present in this distribution in distant space will the
aperture distribution hare a value at the edge of the aperture where 2 = 1.
Since in practice there will always be some energy at the edge of the
aperture ve may conclude that js(x) will always haveA, (x) in it. This is
important since it tends to introduce side lobes at low values of x. Dee
Fig. 3, Appendix III. To radiate a lobeless pattern this tendency of 5(x)
to go to xero at the zero* ofA., (x) and further, to go negative (i.e.
phase reversal) between alternate aeros ofA,(x) must be overcome by
higher -/L (x) functions. But the introduction of higher^- (x) function*
tends to broaden the pattern. This forces a compromise between beam width
characteristics and sidelobe characteristics. The general tendency, at
has been known from experiment, is that to radiate a narrow pattern means
the introduction of sidelobes and vice versa, the reduction or elimination
of sidelobes tends to broaden the pattern. Theoretically, from an exami-
nation of eouation (4.16), it is seen that a lobeless nattorn may be
radiated without infinite energies over the aperature. All that Is neces-
sary Is to chooseAy^x) such that the first sero ofA^x) occurs at
x= ka Sin B * ka (I.e. at 9 * 90 ). Note here, that since k-^p, and
that X is inversely proportional to the frequency the value of x increases
as the frequency of the radiated energy increases and further, the order
ofA^d) oust be Increased. Since I(Z ) ^ m(l-f: ) , the energy at
the center of the aperture must be noro bM wore sharply peaked to radiate
a lobeless pattern as the frequency of the radiated energy is increased.
*<»
\ - v

















ic Is true as the dimensions of the aperture are increased. W*. 4,
Appendix IIItshows the required aperture distribution to give a lobeless
pattern for a frequency of radiation and aperture sine each that ka a 10.
Theoretically, a distant space distribution of.Aj (x) will give the desired
lobeless pattern, however, in order that the practical requirement that the
energy not he equal to sero at the edge of the aperture be net, a distri-
bution of^L, (x)f-Aj(x) has been chosen. Hote the shoulders that appear
in this pattern at*- 50* and 6 * 90° . These can be reduced only by
Increasing the proportion otJ\-f(x) over the amount of.A, (x). Increasing
the proportion of.Aj, (x) requires a reduction of the relative astount of
energy at the edge of the aperture compared to the amount of energy at the
center. In the limit, complete elimination of these shoulders may be ob-
tained by reducing the energy at the «A^e of the aperture to sero and
radiating a pure.Ay(x) pattern.
4.11 Figs. 5 and 5a, Appendix Il^show clearly the effect on the re-
quired aperture distribution of narrowing the radiated pattern by choosing
a distant space distribution containing a higher order-A. (x) function
which is subtractive. In Fig. 5, showing the distant field, a comparison




,o pattern. The half power
point of the former occurs at X = 3.1 and that of the latter occurs at
X * 2.6. A reduction of some 16?' is obtained. Fig. 5a shows the compari-
son of aperture distributions corresponding to the two above fields. It
will be seen that the distribution corresponding to the narrower pattern is
hollow in the center of the aperture. Such distributions are always ob-
served in center fed paraboloids and are caused by the feed support. The
hollowing out of energy at the center has narrowed the distant space pattern,
at the same time it has increased the amount of energy in the sidelobes. it














be approximated as closely as desired "by a Fourier-Besael series of j\.
functions and then the required aperture distribution could "be readily ob-
tained using equation (4.16) page 26. An attempt at such an analysis is
beyond the scope of this paper due to tine limitations.
4.12 Two addition*! postulated distant space distributions with their
corresponding aperture distributions are plotted In Pig. 6 and 7. In Fig. 6
curve 1 is the distant space distribution for
z
§* (Jl,+zA3 fW^A^-AtW-^-J
It shows the result that may he obtained fron a combination of-A functions.
The resultant pattern is lobeless to ka sin = 10. Its half power point
occurs at X = 4.2. Curve 2 of thir> seme Figure shows the effect of sub-
tract ing_A. /# frca the distant space electric field distribution which gave
rise to curre 1.. The half power point now occurs at X = 3.2, a reduction
of nearly 24$. Hote the large increase of energy in the first side lobe
which "begins at 1= 3.6. The pattern has been narrowed hut at the expense
of poor sidelobe structure. Fig. 6a shows the aperture distribution
corresponding with curre 1 of Fig. 6; Fig. 6h shows the aperture distri-
bution corresponding with curre 2 of Fig. 6.
Figure 7 is the aperture distribution for a pattern having no
center lobe. Fig. 7a is the aperture distribution corresponding with this
space pattern.
4.13 In addition to these pattern. Fig. 3 is a plot of theA. functions
for order 1 through 12 plus 16 and 30, A tahle of values for all -A*
functions, 1 through 20, for values of argument sero to 10 is tabulated on
the pages following Pig. 3. These values have been takon from "Table of
Spherical Vessel Functionr", Volume II, 104V, prepared by the Mathematical
Tables Project, National bureau of Standards. rl\e page following contains
powers of (1- 2- ) evaluated at intervals of one tenth for < £ < **0












5.1 Starting again with equation (4.05) page ;
.%,+t
4*o




Since ao , rfrU .2*^ *><* (V
9(*&&&, d) *
EM =Q<fZ Z j &M ( %.) * *z
- * ifr t_ u<-r /y,«~ (sol)
If now j£(x) is expressed in series form in powers of (x/2) n = 0,1,2,3.
.
we may equate coefficients of (x/2) and solve for the 1^.
5.2 This method permits a theoretical solution whenever the field
distribution may "be expressed as a power series and is more general than
the method given in Chapter II. However, the real worth of this method is
that it provides a rather easy means of investigating a proposed pattern to
determine if it is theoretically possible. This mry be shown as follows.
5.3 Let a4' A be the coefficient of (x/?) of the proposed pattern,
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If we consider a finite number of Lg^, and the l^ are bounded, which they
oust he for the aperture distribution to be possible in practice, then as
increases towards infinity we «ay write equation (5.02) as
3
Z (/nc +<)!(<nv)!(-t)T[ Izik utkere 3 m fmh* (5.03)
In this expression for the I*^ their sun will remain finite only if A is of
such fora that it cancels the (n + 1)/ n/ (-1) on the left. This requires
that E(x) he a sun of Beseel Functions or sinilnr functions, or conbina-
tion thereof, and only in special eases will the distant space distribu-
tion not be periodic.
5.4 The requirement that X(x) be expressible in terns of 3eesel
Functions is not in itself sufficient to establish thnt such a pattern is
theoretically possible. Only a sua of single Bessel or similar functions
will satisfy the requirements that the coefficients of A in equation (5,03)
cancel the factorial expression (nrv+i) ! smi, (-')
5.6 As an exanple consider the field rector pattern
£(**)
--IG& X& e~^ (5.04)
Such a pattern would permit the reduction of side lobes to as snail a
value as desired if such a pattern were possible. It is known to be in-
possible in practice and it nay be shown to bo irmossible in theory by
applying the nethod given above. To do this
e-<?)\l(-M(%f*
~~
~x~ *-£• t-i^fa*')! (5.05)
let sm>+'f=/rvm& equate coefficients of (x/S) 3®
*NWf,
(\-\ \ .^\(\\ M ",\






+ !mv !(«»+')! „jl Mi l fc„ *& + *o
itf/m/! (/nvit
or far /ni \tery /arye j oL*f~ (<*fi- 1) au! - J J
let/nizo then j = n and
X<< (^ +')! :' L ?±H and the 1^ _^. oo as n m <x>
Thi» Is obvious for <* > / . For <* < / lot °< r^ ^ /? > /
and consider the ratio of the n and (n + 1) terns. We hare
* teru - J gg^' nnd the (n + l)th tenae ,7^7^
Thoir ratio will "be / "7*7^7^/) ^7 "") = ^2.
and as n—* <*> this ratio becoees infinitely large, and the Ig^ + op
Hence, ve conclude that the pattern 25(x) - 1
Q
d Jid) e r
is impossible in theory as well as in practice.
5,6 In a siailar Banner it nay be shown that products of Bessel
?unctions t such as 2_i£r "5-15/ are theoretically inpossible.
A«ain use $M. ? <")*" (JU \*™
«fcW
.- T ^-r-—- ( % ) ^
x
-IT'LL* Am/.'*/(*»*«;/0^.'
















or T ^;"}V" •'»;/• w*2 ^ < 5-08 >








An inspection of the ratio of n and the (n + 1) tera ehove that the
I-, —•» oo since
(srv +if (Z"™+ 2.)!(2-/rnt +/)! /nu! **/! (m>H)f(*n/+z)!
/*s h "»'!("*'+i)!(<n*+l)!(MUi-3)\ (Z/nv+t)! (2/nu)',
_(Z/>n/+z)(Z'msH) _ (2,+ %rJ)(z+ '/^u)
_ 4.
(/^f/j(W^j ~ (i+'M(i+ 3/ah,)




Solution for Aperture Distributions
Which are Independent of Hadius
6.1 A method of solving for I( f ,a) in equation (3.11) page
when I( f ta) - 1(f), that is, I is not a function of *a* rasy "be read-
ily obtained as follows.
a
t
^•£(ft £t Ji(fit(if*i,tf]*r*i('-)t(4i«»*)*J <«.°2>
Since the integrand of the integral is independent of "a" its derivative
will he zero and hence the value o f the integral will also he zero and
Hence. !(*)* ££(&*>**) (6 .03)
Gd I(iU sine)




T(f) * 1 and 1 (/>&)* I
i
Sxanple 2: for EM*lQt(*S$- *JM\ we havo
~ * X /
£ E(£tsn0)=d. IG^1- (4a. s>hs)Z(ia. sin «)_ X_ (hi^haflJ-L r"i *)]
r> (V (& SV9 ^j «£A 6>fr 4)# ** e) f ^ g.3 «5Y&. ?"> ^
- * (*±J»*t J?(iL Un 6) i jy/iJ
*r**$ \ I - : ... . - v -
* ** ' 5.1 I -> -- )
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a T(z\<Z J, (lit sm6)\
•zr _ 3
to readily verified by cUrect integration of equation (6.01) for l(f )- f .
6.? While this nethod is quite United in practice it is easy to
check a possible solution this way and if the expression for 1(a) in
equation (6.03) results in r> solution for I which is independent of 9 the
prohlen is readily solved. The space pattern^ which will gi-rs such a solu-
tion are those which arise froa integration of equation (6.01).
—.






7*1 Sjr following the accepted flaid equations of Maxell and retain*
lug actual 11 its of Into ^ration a aothod has boon developed permitting
oorrolation of the distant flold with a circularly symmetric aperture dis-
tribution* Thit is in distinction to earlier methods based oa Fourier
transforms in which the limits of integration were extended to Infinity,
and the results of which wore not in general realistic* The method devel-
oped here relioo on the A functions and gives reallstie oppressions for
the lobe structure of distant space patterns* "nether w* liable result of
this wort: Is the definition of the types of pattern that are physically
poa ibis, consistent with electromagnetic theory*
>, The method developed gives a close insist into the dependence
of beam width, and therefore sain of the pattern* on the tolerance of lobe
levels* \s the pattern functions are made to converge to lobelees at-
terns the corresponding aperture distributions are found to oonnrg*
toward a point source centrally located on the aperture* The relatively
narrow and low lobe patterns obtained in better radar equipotont are found
to correspond to certain typeo of hollow aperture distributions Which
correspond closely to thoeo obtained in this analysis*
7*3 'D possible circularly symmetric amplitude distributions over
an aperture set up distant field distributions that are expressible as suns
of A. functions* The absence of a Fourier - Bessel A Function aethod of
developing pattern expreeslons is a distinct limitation to this approach
to the problem*
«!* V
im&q ftftqpf«*Mt n*ed ««f he/Urn ft tl ».r Loilij) j^xi
W&u i ' aft hiMi IpbjMpk *pipf I pj - »'•''•* '• " •' »•' •'•'• •*•"
•VJfciUfc** .%• totartx* *t«r ml+myiat *-o «*1aU «rf# rfci ft* ig fiaxotonn*
«<pp)| lap*)* ». , : _. -v ;. pi Uwh| «l tap -;•.-.-• p*fc ft t© MfeppV fttfl hMI
«rx «Xd m ttNtA 9un*J J q *> • qa Jrcvteit 1p PP^PAis ftrfol nttt
uwU ftl^ ftflj— IrfftpT* rfcfiir Amtalftfiftft .e
Wfcfimiift mC# oJnl ^t *««i •«•£• « aevi;: boqoIwr«b ftoflttft* orfT
8PM & PJftHftlAI sc;s? pi ^MPPPP| MSI M ':••'.' PlPPPMPP !*;>"< pffpfll PftM *J0
•"#>( «et>l0ifcX a«J tgurapp <M ftfuwr en:* aaaJUiMBrit inft#Apg ftri»
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•table of Symbols (IOCS unit•)
fjabol Definition
a radius of aperture
area 1 area within aporture
area 2 area outside aperture In piano of aperture
/_
c Telocity of light c = y~^
C contour bounding aperture
da differential eleaent of area 1. da = f <L fdL f
|g rector differential element of length about contour C.
x'.y'z') electric rector within volume T#
J(x) electric field rector distribution in distant space
r directrix, tine and range factor of H(x)
f frequency
<£ directrix, tine and range factor of ^(x)
K(x« .y'.g*) nagnetic rector within volune T
H(x) magnetic field rector distribution in distant space
i square root of minus 1
A
%, unit rector in x direction
A
I( ? .a) electric field rector distribution orer aperture
«>
1(Z ) amplitude distribution of electric field rector orer
aperture
a.
I amplitude of l(f ta) for constant amplitude distribution
Ji unit rector In y direction
*fa Bessel function of first kind, integral order a
£, £* current density
k phase constant




K, &• electric and magnetic current surface densities
A.
U(f -a) Magnetic field rector distribution over aperture
amplitude of l'.( f ,a) for constant amplitude distribution
2
M(Z ) amplitude distribution of magnetic field rector over
aperture
n. unit rector perpendicular to aperture in direction of
radiation
Ht 6 , f , space polar coordinate system Ji | 60) p - unit rectors
2£ position rector fror< center of aperture to point (^, Gif)
r. position rector from point (x, y) in aperture to point (R,Qtf)
r^ unit rector in H direction
x x = ka Sin 6
AAA
x t y, 2 rectangular coordinate system i,» «L» It - unl* rectors
2 = f/a.
A
/5 angle between £ and ^
£• permittlrity of space
>^ impedance of space )f = l^di" for conductance
t" unit rector in 6 direction
A free space wavelength
S\-* Lambda function of integral order p
jul permeability of space
ff charge density
A
J radius rector in aperture
Vj \1 line densities of electric and magnetic charge
A
J*
angular measure in aperture








r energy at point in distant field
r angle between £ and ^
<t> m«Ur relocity <w * £ ^ ^
lad








(1) & x (± x e) = (& '£)£-(£'&£.
(?) V(</> f 9>) r Vp + Vjf
(3) v(?<fi) - t v&+ w yA
(4) V-fe+b) = ¥.'&: + ¥\k
(5) vx(<i+b) = Vxd + Vx(?
(6) ¥'(t&) _ CL < V#-f-4> Vd
(7) 2X(t0:) - v?x(L + $ vxa.
(8) v(<L>A) * (/L'Z)]l+(b V)jL+<L* (**£)*- b*(vx<l)
(9) v-(&x£) = A- ¥*& -&-
¥
xh
(10) Vx(<L*k) = &v-b-bvg,i-(b'¥)<L-(<z'¥)k
(11) £X£X4 = ¥¥& -v*&
(12) vx vj> =





7 & V *V • J






V A« J v
< 2 > 2
Appendix III




COS 6 • £fi = COS < j A^L - cos cL
~Kh =. ~Kcos °< - A* 3/f 6 s/n j>
A£ = ^fcos 5^ = 1^ sin e cosf j cos y. r s/n & cosj>
If cos/3 - ~fs/h 9 cos (f'f) •*• cos/3 = sin cos (j -f)
jl r(/y?%/ -*T/ cos/3 and1 -for ~£>>>f
- X-f cos/3 * If- / sm e cos (f-f)
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Half power X = 3.l





Half power X = 2.6
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'FIGURE 6
Lobeless pattern toX = IO
X = ka Sin 9
Curve 1 Beam width X = 4.2
D^(A,+ 2A3 + A 5+ A7-A2-A4-A 6 )
2
~
Curve 2 Beam width X = 3.2
57
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CUR>/E 1 / \
\ <X>^ (A| + 2A, + A5 + A7 -iV2-A4-A6-^^loT
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ELIMINATION OF MAIN LOBE
o
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A Special Property of Determinants
Given a set of n simultaneous equation* of the fom obtained by
equating coefficients of-^-^n/ of equation (4.07) where n • 1 sanations are
equal to sero. Ve hare an array of eountions as follows:
(1) = &o I * &zh + ^fA f ai Ti / " " * *>*(">->) ILz(^->)
o = ° + k. Iz + h4 If + k ?(, +" »+k(**-oZg(«»-0
(J) A = +0 + .. • +lg(f- l) Iz(j-,)+>> + lz(/n,. lz(/»- t)
i
Assume first that none of the 1^ is sero and that all coeffi-
cients exist, V« nay then solve for I**.
-TjL5 where D is the determinant5zi
J?
of the coefficients of the 1^ and D^ is the determinant formed by re-
placing the Xg^ column by the column on the left. Then all D^ for
2k > 2(J - 1) will be zero and all 1^ for 2k ? 20 - 1) will be zero
since the first column of P2k will be a linear combination of columns
2 to 2(j - 1) and column 2k, This reduces the number of equations- in the
original array to J and the $ equation may then be solved for !«/ * «. !)•
The other equations may then be solved to give the remaining 1^. for













As Ml example consider a equations for n - 5, j = 3.
A
-- &.t. + az iz + a+i+ + dL ik t af it
= o + t>i Iz + tn 1+ + k Ji + h ^
+ o + o i <Lk JL -hdg Jf





In determinant fora we hare
We assise that I
fc
and I-. exist and that T>/ C.
Column
H'
2. 4 (c 1
d< <Li 4 <Lf









Column Z, - £5 \ Column 4 - z* Column U
*>< I A i
Similarly Ug
Hence, our original assumption was incorrect and we have left J non-
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